O BOTICÁRIO
COORDINATING SALES AND
OPERATIONS PLANNING
QUICK FACTS
Industry
Consumer products
Revenue
US$2 billion (retail chain – 2009)
US$714 million (industry – 2009)
Employees
1,500
Headquarters
São José dos Pinhais, Paraná, Brazil
Web Site
www.boticario.com.br
SAP® Solutions and Services
SAP® Advanced Planning & Optimization
component, SAP NetWeaver® Business
Warehouse component, SAP Customer
Relationship Management application

O Boticário, a Brazilian supplier of
perfumes and cosmetics, needed
to improve the alignment between
its sales and operations planning.
The firm chose software from SAP,
thereby achieving tight integration
with the SAP® ERP application already in place and leveraging synergies throughout the suite. With its
new planning tools, O Boticário has
profoundly improved revenues, customer satisfaction, and many other
measures of business success.

SAP Business Transformation Study
Consumer Products

Key Challenges
• Strengthen sales and operations planning
and integrate it with overall business
software
• Change to process-oriented management
• Improve visibility of operations
• Optimize value chain by standardizing,
integrating, and connecting operations
• Eliminate poorly integrated legacy systems
• Automate manual operations

Why SAP Was Selected
• Single, integrated platform
• Clearly discerned support for transactional,
operational, and strategic-level processes
• Strong overall solution scope and
architecture
• Extensive, ubiquitous partner ecosystem
• Customer satisfaction references

Implementation Best Practices
• Used ASAP methodology throughout the
implementation
• Divided project into 4 workstreams – system configuration, business process management, change management, and project
management – all with excellent teamwork
• Redesigned processes to make blueprint
stronger
• Provided special user support when going
live to improve stability and usage of the
new software
• Analyzed risks during project reviews

Low Total Cost of Ownership
• Eliminated many legacy systems, saving
on integration and maintenance costs
• Performed implementation with internal
talent, using external consultants only to
provide advice
• Used local consultancy, FH Consulting, for
80% of the needed advice – saving on
travel costs

Financial and Strategic Beneﬁts
• Short-, medium-, and long-term sales
forecasts integrated with commercial,
marketing, and finance areas
• Visibility into strengths and weaknesses
of every SKU, allowing focus on winners
and elimination of noncontributors
• Improved marketing campaign
effectiveness
• On-time, on-budget deliveries
• Better franchise planning visibility
• Improved customer service
• Increased information quality throughout
value chain
• Reduced effort involved in financial
planning

Operational Beneﬁts
Key Performance Indicator

Impact

Deviation from budget

-90.1%

Days in inventory

-13.5%

Stock rotation

+30.5%

Order fill rate
Revenue growth

92.3%, up considerably
76% (compound annual
growth rate over 3 years)

Franchised customer
satisfaction

89%, up
considerably

“Finally we have the necessary information visibility to effectively plan what we
will sell and how we will fulfill every sale we expect to make.”

www.sap.com /contactsap

Marcos Rogério Adam, Business Process and Project Manager, O Boticário

O Boticário manufactures and sells a
differentiated line of perfumes and cosmetic products throughout its native
Brazil, the rest of South America, and
Europe. The firm now has 2,810 outlets
in Brazil, with another 1,000 outlets and
73 exclusive stores in 15 other
countries.

Planning Sales and Operations as
an Integrated Whole

gauging the impact of marketing campaigns by running “what if” scenario simulations. And the SAP NetWeaver® Business Warehouse component provides the
reporting environment and repository for
all the information needed by the other
software.
These SAP applications delivered the tight
integration that was critical to the achievement of O Boticário’s goals. Only with this
integration could the firm achieve constant, automated, bidirectional transfer of
timely, accurate information between the
new applications and SAP ERP.

cycle, empowering the firm to make better decisions. For example, O Boticário
can readily learn the true cost of every
SKU sold along with its contribution to
revenues. The company is using this
information to determine which products
should receive rapt attention and which
should be discontinued.

To measure the impact of its new solution precisely, O Boticário used SAP
software to develop a dashboard of key
There are two main components in O
performance indicators that is quantifyBoticário’s business: manufacturing and
ing the benefits the firm is reaping from
retailing. The company wanted to better
its investment. This dashboard shows,
synchronize the planning of these two
for example, that through better alignsides to improve sales, profitability, and Measuring Results That
ment between sales and operations,
Demonstrate Success
customer satisfaction. The integrated
the deviation between budgeted and
sales and operations planning solution
actual expenses has dropped every
that O Boticário envisioned would supO Boticário used its own IT personnel to
year. Similarly, the dashboard has regisport the forecasting of short-, medium-, implement the solution. Both SAP Contered substantial improvements in
and long-term sales and help plan the
sulting and a local business consulting
inventory performance, on-time order
operations required to fulfill these sales. company, Integration, provided advice that fulfillment, customer satisfaction, and
helped O Boticário’s people stay on track. revenue growth. O Boticário has proven
O Boticário has long used the SAP®
One key to the project’s success was O
the power of strong, integrated sales
ERP application to run its business, and Boticário’s decision to partition the overall and operations planning in achieving
business success.
could have implemented sales and oper- project into four principal tracks, each of
ations planning within it. The firm found which enjoyed strong teamwork. One
applications more specifically targeted
group focused on system configuration
for the purpose, however, by looking
while a second administered business
elsewhere in the SAP portfolio. The
process redesign, a third tended to
SAP Advanced Planning & Optimization change management, and a fourth overcomponent provides robust functionality saw the overall project.
for optimizing demand-planning operations throughout the supply chain, man- The company went live with its sales and
ufacturing, and distribution environment. operations planning software after just
nine months and immediately began seeThe marketing functionality of the SAP
ing benefits. Information visibility and qualCustomer Relationship Management
application supports planning, including ity is far higher throughout the planning
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